30	The Birth and Death of the Sun
If we now remember from Perrin's experiment (p. 556)
that the kinetic energy of thermal motion for all particles
at this temperature is 6.3 X *o~14 erg, it is easy to calculate
(from the formula: kinetic energy — i/% mass X velocity
squared) that the mass of a hydrogen atom amounts to
1.6 X JO"24 gramme. The masses of other atoms and mole-
cules can now also be calculated from their relative atomic
and molecular weights as estimated by chemical methods.
For instance, the water molecule is eighteen times heavier
than the hydrogen atom, and since a cubic centimetre o£
water weighs one gramme, it must contain 3 X io22 water
molecules, and the diameter of a water molecule must
therefore roughly be 3 X icr8 centimetre,* To obtain
some idea of the negligible weight and size given by the
above quantities, one need only note that tlic number of
molecules in a little drop of water is about the same as the
number of drops of water in the great Lake MicJugan.
STATISTICS AND THE MAXWELL DISTRIBUTION
We have mentioned above that, in any collection of a
large number of irregularly moving particles, the mutual
collisions must soon lead to a state in which the total
energy of the system will be, on the average, equally dis-
tributed among all the particles. By the phrase "on the
average'' we mean to indicate that this proposition can be
only statistically true, for, as a matter of fact, owing to the
irregularity of the collisions, any given molecule may, at
any given instant, be travelling at an extraordinarily great
velocity or may, on the other hand, be almost motionless.
Thus, the kinetic energy of any given particle is constantly
* The dimensions of a molecule can be given only with n rough avers* gc
value, since, according to the present view of atomic structure, its exact
limits are essentially undefined. (See Figure 14 below.)

